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Each chapter begins with a glossary
containing the meanings of all the
difficult words and phrases from
the chapter in English and Marathi. 

Glossary 

The Paraphrases of all the poems
and the Summaries of all the
chapters have been provided in
English and Marathi for easy
understanding of the lessons. 

  Paraphrase and Summary

All the chapters have been
segregated into extracts to enable
better understanding. 

Extracts 

The Appreciation of all the poems
has been provided as per the new
Paper Pattern. 

Appreciation of the Poem

The textual questions requiring
holistic answers have been covered
under this header in each chapter 

Integrated Questions 

Activities focussing on the
students’ understanding of the
chapter and their ability to present
information in English are included
under ‘Study Skills’ head.  
Activities aimed at improving the
students’ spoken and written English
are included under ‘Activities’ 

Study Skills and Activities 

The break-up of the 20 Marks for
Internal Assessment, weightage
allotted to the different types of
questions and guidelines for
attempting the questions have
been provided. 

Internal Assessment 

This section consists of ‘Translation’,
where words and sentences from the
textbook and proverbs as well as
idioms have been translated into
Marathi. 
‘Live English’, which also forms a part
of Skill Development can be found in
Chapters 1.2, 2.3, 3.4 and 4.4. 

Skill Development 

In this book, we have provided Q.R.
Codes containing the answers to
projects in all the chapters. 

Project 

A separate section on Unseen
Passages for Comprehension and
Summary has been provided to
ensure substantial practice. 

Unseen Passages 

This dedicated section on Grammar
explains all the essential grammar
concepts and contains ample
solved examples and practice
questions, which ensure thorough
understanding of grammar. 

Grammar 

This section towards the end of the
book includes all the writing skills
activities prescribed for the
students, with the explanation of
concepts in English and Marathi. 

Writing Skills 

KEY 
FEATURES 

The grammar and vocabulary
concepts explained in each chapter
have been included under ‘Language
Study’ inside all the chapters. 
For ensuring ample practice, practice
questions which extensively covers
all the language study activities, is
provided at end of each chapter. 

Language Study &  
Language Study:  

Practice Questions
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Word Meaning 

altogether (adv) completely (HetCe&HeCes)

arithmetic (n) the branch of mathematics that 

involves addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division of 

numbers (DebkeÀieefCele)

attic (n) a room that is just under the 

roof of a building (HeesìceeUe)

awfully (adv) here, very
 
(³esLes Heg<keÀU, DeefleMe³e)

betcha contracted
 
form

 
of

 
‘bet

 
you’, 

used to
 

express
 

strong
 

view;

surely (Hewpe)

blanked out 

(phrase) 
was erased or hidden (Hegmeues peeCes)

century (n) a period
 

of hundred years 

(MelekeÀ)

county (n) a district (HejieCee)

crinkly (adj) full of wrinkles (megjkegÀleuesuee)

dispute (v) to argue or quarrel with (Jeeo)

fault (n) mistake  (®etkeÀ)

fraction (n) numerical quantity (DeHetCee¥keÀ)

geared (v) here, designed; adjusted (le³eej

kesÀues)

gee (exclamation) expressing surprise (DeeM®e³e&

oMe&JeCeeje GodieejJee®ekeÀ Meyo)

insert (v) to put into something  

(Deele IeeueCes, meceeJesMe keÀjCes)

loftily (adv) airily; in a superior tone  

(ieJee&ves, Dee{îelesves)

mechanical teacher 

(n) 

a machine doing the job of a 

teacher (efMe#ekeÀe®es keÀece keÀjCeejs 

³eb$e)

nonchalantly (adv) in a very unconcerned and cool 

manner; indifferently (yesefHeÀefkeÀjerves)

patted (v) gave a light tap with the palm 

(LeesHeìues)

plenty (adj) more than adequate (YejHetj, 

cegyeuekeÀ)

probably (adv) most likely (keÀoeef®ele)

punch code (n) here, a machine language (³esLes,

³eb$ee®eer Yee<ee ³ee DeLee&ves Deeuesuee Meyo)

satisfactory (adj) that meets expectations 

(meceeOeevekeÀejkeÀ)

scornful (adj) expressing criticism of 

something (eflejmkeÀej³egkeÌle)

screamed (v) made a sharp, loud noise 

(efkebÀ®eeUuee)

sector (n) a part or subject of an activity  

(efJeYeeie)

slot (n) here, a small opening in a 

machine (Kee®e)

sorrowfully (adv) sadly (og:Keeves, Kesoeves)

superior (adj) of higher importance or quality 

(Jej®es, G®®e)

telebooks (n) books that are shown on 

television
 
(otjHegmlekesÀ

 
/ otjoMe&ve®³ee

HeìueeJej (m¬eÀerveJej) Heentve Jee®elee 

³esleerue DeMee ÒekeÀej®eer HegmlekesÀ)

tucked (v) put something in a hidden 

place (Kees®euessues)

ugly (adj) not pleasant in appearance 

(kegÀªHe)

‘The Fun They Had’ by Isaac Asimov is a science 

fiction story that takes place in the year 2157. It is 

about how books will be replaced by telebooks and 

mechanical teachers that will take the place of human 

teachers. The mechanical teachers will teach the 

students at home and give them tests to write on a 

punch code that can later be submitted. 

Margie is an eleven year old girl who hates school. She 

writes in her diary about Tommy finding a real book. 

Margie remembers that her grandfather once told her 

that when he was a little kid, his grandfather told him 

that there was a time when all stories were printed on 

paper. She and Tommy read the book together and are 

disappointed to find that the words don’t change, like 

they do on a screen, after they have read them. They 

remain the same. Tommy tells Margie that the book is 

about school. Margie tells him that she hates school and 

Glossary 

 Summary 

The Fun they had 1.2 
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that there can be nothing interesting to write about it. 

Margie hated school now more than ever because the 

mechanical teacher was giving her test after test in 

geography and she was only getting worse each day. 

Her mother, Mrs. Jones, had called for the County 

Inspector, who was a round little man with a box full of 

tools like dials and wires. Much to Margie’s 

disappointment, he didn’t take away the mechanical 

teacher, but instead just lowered the level of the 

geography sector. Margie hated the slot where she had 

to put her homework and test papers. She had to write 

them on a punch code that she was taught when she was 

six years old. When she asks Tommy why anyone 

would write about school, he tells her that schools were 

different centuries ago. Margie is told by Tommy that a 

man used to teach the students back then. Margie tells 

him that she wouldn’t like a stranger to come to her 

house to teach her. To this Tommy replies that the 

students used to go to a special building where the 

teachers used to be. Margie is confused because her 

mother had told her that each child needs to be taught in 

a different way and that the teacher has to be adjusted to 

fit the mind of each student. Tommy tells her that’s not 

how they used to do it back then. Margie’s mother then 

calls her for school. Margie goes to the schoolroom but 

all she can think about are the old schools where kids 

from the entire neighbourhood would go, laughing and 

shouting in the schoolyard. They would go home 

together at the end of the day and would also help each 

other with homework since they all learned the same 

things. She was lost in her thought about the fun the 

kids must have had back in those days. 

Dee³ePe@keÀ De@efmeceeJe ³eebveer 2157 ³ee YeefJe<³ekeÀeUeleerue Je<ee&ceO³es 

Ie[CeeN³ee IeìvesefJe<e³eer ‘The Fun They Had’ ner Jew%eeefvekeÀ 

keÀeuHeefvekeÀ keÀLee efueefnuesueer Deens. YeefJe<³ekeÀeUele íeHeerue HegmlekesÀ Je 

ceeveJeer efMe#ekeÀebmeefnle DemeCeeN³ee Jeie&Keesu³ee Feflenemepecee nesTve 

l³eeb®eer peeiee ìsefueHegmlekesÀ (telebooks) Je ³eebef$ekeÀ efMe#ekeÀ Iesleerue. ns

³eebef$ekeÀ efMe#ekeÀ ³eb$ee®³ee Yee<esle efJeoîeeL³ee¥vee Iejer yemetve 

efueefnC³eemeeþer ®ee®eCeer®es HesHej osleerue, DeMeer keÀuHevee keÀªve ner keÀLee 

efueefnueer Deens. 

keÀLes®eer meg©Jeele ceepeea®³ee jespeefveMeerves nesle Deens. ³ee jespeefveMeerceO³es 

ceepeer&ves efle®ee efce$e ìe@ceer nîeeuee meeHe[uesu³ee KeN³ee HegmlekeÀeefJe<e³eer 

efueefnuesues Demeles. efle®³ee KeeHejHeCepeesyeeb®³ee (Deepeesyeeb®es Deepeesyee) 

keÀeUele keÀLee íeHeerue mJeªHeele nesl³ee, lej efle®³ee keÀeUele l³ee 

ìsefueHegmlekeÀe®³ee mJeªHeele Deensle. ns meJe& efleuee efle®³ee 

DeepeesyeebkeÀ[tve ceenerle Peeuesues Demeles. ³ee keÀLesceO³es ceepeea pesJne 

³eebef$ekeÀ efMe#ekeÀeves efouesueer Yetieesuee®eer ®ee®eCeer meceeOeevekeÀejkeÀjerl³ee 

mees[Jele veener, lesJne efle®eer DeeF& HejieC³eeleerue efvejer#ekeÀeuee 

yeesueeJeC³ee®ee efveCe&³e Iesles. efvejer#ekeÀ, ³eebef$ekeÀ efMe#ekeÀ yeouele veenerle; 

HeCe ceepeea®³ee Je³eevegªHe megOeejCee Yetieesue efJeYeeieele keÀjlees. ceepeea®eer  

DeY³eemeeleerue SkebÀojerle keÀeceefiejer meceeOeevekeÀejkeÀ Demeles; cee$e leer 

MeeUs®ee eflejmkeÀej keÀjle Demeles. efle®³ee Heefj®e³ee®eer MeeUe ner ceeveJeer 

efMe#ekeÀ Demeuesueer vemetve kesÀJeU kebÀìeUJeeCes ³eebef$ekeÀ efMe#ekeÀ 

Demeuesueer peeiee Demeles. ìe@ceer pesJne efleuee MeskeÀ[es Je<ee¥HetJeea MeeUe 

DeefmlelJeele nesl³ee Demes meebielees, lesJne efleuee ceeveJeer efMe#ekeÀ 

Demeuesueer MeeUe Demet MekeÀles ns DeefJeMJemeveer³e Jeeìles, keÀejCe efleves 

meeceev³e Jeie& keÀOeer®e Heeefnuesues vemeleele, l³eecegUs leer ìe@ceeryejesyej 

³eeyeeyeleerle Jeeo Ieeueles; Hejbleg veblej efleuee efle®³ee KeeHejHeCepeesyeeb®³ee 

keÀeUeleerue MeeUe DeeefCe efle®³ee yes[ªceuee ueeietve Demeuesueer efle®eer 

MeeUe ³eeb®³eeleerue HeÀjkeÀ ue#eele ³eslees, cnCetve Deelee efleuee 

ìe@ceeryejesyej pegv³ee MeeUeb®eer ceeefnleer osCeejs, pegves, OegUerle ceeKeuesues 

HegmlekeÀosKeerue Jee®eC³ee®eer F®íe nesles. keÀLes®³ee MesJeìer pesJne 

m¬eÀerveJej ³eebef$ekeÀ efMe#ekeÀ efMekeÀJet ueeielees, lesJne leer pegv³ee MeeUebceO³es 

cegueb keÀMeer ³esle Demeleerue, nmele Demeleerue DeeefCe Deej[eDeesj[e 

keÀjle Demeleerue DeeefCe les keÀmes SkeÀceskeÀebvee ie=nHeeþele ceole keÀjle 

Demeleerue, ³ee®ee efJe®eej keÀjle Demeles. uesKekeÀevesner YeefJe<³ekeÀeUele 

HeejbHeefjkeÀ Je DeeOegefvekeÀ ÒekeÀej®³ee MeeUe vemeleerue l³eeyejesyej®e ³ee 

pegv³ee Heþ[erleu³ee MeeUebceOeerue cepee YeefJe<³eele DevegYeJelee ³esCeej 

veener DeMeer MekeÌ³elee keÀLesceO³es Jele&Jeueer Deens. 

*1. What do you like best about your school? 

*2. Do you think school is fun? 

*3. Which is the part (of school) that you don’t 

like? 

*4. How often should the teacher give you a test? 

[Students are expected to attempt the above questions 

on their own.] 

*5. Listen carefully and write each word in the appropriate column/columns. 

ancient modern futuristic 

meejebMe 

Warming Up! 

 Chit-Chat 
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Chapter 1.2: The Fun they had 

 bicycles  bullet trains  school

 wheels  robots  flying cars

 bullock carts  horse-drawn carriages  tonga

 tar roads  homework  ships

 spaceships  aeroplanes  computers

 television  cameras  floppy disks

 windmills  axes  audio / video cassettes

 earth movers  mortar and pestle  brushes

 hot air balloons  telephone  mobile phones

 headphones  books  notebooks

 tests  vacuum cleaners  ball pens

 solar lamps  umbrellas  water on tap

 electric lamps  earthen stoves  candles

 fans  air conditioners  grammar

 geography  microbiology

Ans: 

ancient modern futuristic 

axes 

bullock carts 

earthen stoves 

geography 

grammar 

homework 

horse-drawn carriages 

mortar and pestle 

school 

tests 

tonga 

umbrellas 

wheels 

aeroplanes 

air conditioners 

audio / video cassettes 

ball pens 

bicycles 

books 

brushes 

bullet trains 

cameras 

candles 

computers 

earth movers 

electric lamps 

fans 

floppy disk 

geography 

grammar 

headphones 

homework 

hot air balloons 

microbiology 

mobile phones 

notebooks 

robots 

school 

solar lamps 

spaceships 

telephone 

television 

tests 

umbrellas 

vacuum cleaners 

water on tap 

windmills 

aeroplanes 

air conditioners 

brushes 

bullet trains 

cameras 

computers 

earth movers 

electric lamps 

floppy/disks 

flying cars 

geography 

grammar 

headphones 

homework 

microbiology 

mobile phones 

robots 

solar lamps 

spaceships 

television 

tests 

umbrella 

vacuum cleaners Sample Content
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*6. Listen to the pronunciation of these words 

and practise saying them properly yourself. 

 grandfather  geography  

 satisfactory  superior

 pronouncing  betcha

 nonchalantly

[Students are expected to attempt the above activity on

their own.]

*7.  Can you think of any devices / objects that 

came into use in the recent past but are now 

outdated? 

Find an example of outdated devices / words 

from the list given in question 1 of ‘Warming 

Up!’. Think of other examples on your own. 

Ans: Yes, there are many devices, which came into 

use in the recent past but now they are outdated. 

A few such devices from the list are: 

 floppy disks

 audio / video cassettes

Some other outdated devices are:

 pager

 black and white television

 

 

 

 

A1.     Simple Factual 

1. State whether the following statements are                          

True or False.

i. In the time of Margie’s great-great-grandfather

all stories were printed on paper.

ii. Margie was eleven years old.

iii. Tommy was fifteen years old.

iv. The County Inspector was a round little man.

Ans:

i. True ii. True

iii. False iv. True

A2.    Complex Factual 

#1.  When does the story ‘The Fun they Had’ take 

place? 

Ans: The story ‘The Fun they Had’ takes place in the 

year 2157. 

#2.   What does Margie mean by ‘a real book’? 

Ans:  Books that have printed pages and are bound in 

covers are referred to as ‘a real book’ by 

Margie. 

#3.  Margie and Tommy use ‘telebooks’. What 

are they like? 

Ans: Telebooks are different from real books. They 

are like electronic texts, which can be read on a 

big smart screen. 

#4. Margie uses a diary. What would it be like? 

Ans: The diary that Margie uses would be like an 

electronic diary, which would be different from 

regular paper diaries of today. 

#5. What do we understand by the words, ‘took 

the teacher apart’? 

Ans: The words ‘took the teacher apart’ mean 

disassembling the mechanical teacher, which was 

a large and black computer with a big screen. 

#6. Which part of the machine did Margie hate 

most? 

Ans: Margie hated the slot of the machine, where she 

had to put her homework and test papers. 

A3.     Vocabulary 

*1. Rewrite the following using complete words 

instead of contracted forms. 

i. …when you’re through.

Ans: …when you are through. 

ii. …and it’s good for plenty more.

Ans: …and it is good for plenty more. 

iii. I wouldn’t throw it away.

Ans: I would not throw it away. 

iv. She hadn’t seen as many telebooks.

Ans: She had not seen as many telebooks. 

A4. Grammar 

*1. Use proper punctuation mark. 

i. Where did you find it

ii. What’s it about

Ans:

i. Where did you find it?

ii. What’s it about?

2. Write the verb form of the following from the

extract.

i. reader ii. writer

iii. calculator

Ans:

i. read ii. write

iii. calculate

A5. Open-ended / Personal Response 

1. Have you ever read any old book? What was

your experience?

Ans: Yes, I have read many old books. There is a 

small library in my house, which contains all the 

books that were purchased by my grandfather. 

Once, I picked up one of the books to read, it 

Extract I Extract I 

Read the extract from line 1 to 45 on page 6 and 

7 of your textbook and answer the following 

questions. 

[“Margie even wrote.......... 

………......the marks in no time.”] 
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was heavy, thick and full of dust. When I turned 

the pages they had become brittle, so I carefully 

went through the book. It was a rare collection 

of poems, which was no longer available in the 

market. It was an amazing experience to read 

such a rare book. 

A1. Simple Factual 

1. Fill in the blanks.

i. The _______ sector was geared a little too quick

in the mechanical teacher.

ii. The overall pattern of Margie’s progress was

_______.

Ans: 

i. geography ii. satisfactory

A2. Complex Factual 

#1. What fault did the County Inspector repair? 

Ans: The County Inspector repaired the geography 

sector of the machine, which was geared too 

quick. He slowed it to an average ten-year level. 

#2. What is Margie like as a student – bright, 

average or below average? 

Ans: Margie is an average student and the overall 

pattern of her progress is quite satisfactory. 

#3. Do you think the school described in the 

‘book’ existed centuries ago? 

Ans: Yes, the school described in the ‘book’ existed 

centuries ago. 

#4. Do you think Tommy likes the school in the 

olden days? 

Ans: Yes, Tommy likes the school in the olden days. 

*5. The following sentences have an unusual 

meaning in the context of the story. Write 

what these sentences would mean today, and 

what they mean in the context of the story. 

i. She had been hoping they would take the

teacher away altogether.

ii. They had taken Tommy’s teacher away for

nearly a month.

iii. It wasn’t a regular teacher. It was a man.

iv. How could a man be a teacher?

Ans:

i. Today’s meaning: She had been hoping that the

teacher, who may be a man or woman would be

dismissed from his/her duties.

Contextual meaning: She had been hoping that 

the computer or machine, which was the 

teacher, would be taken away. 

ii. Today’s meaning: Tommy had no teacher in his

classroom for one month.

Contextual meaning: Tommy’s mechanical

teacher was taken away for one month for

repair.

iii. Today’s meaning: It was not someone who

usually taught the students. It was a person who

was acting as a replacement teacher.

Contextual meaning: It was not a mechanical

teacher or computer but a human being as a

teacher.

iv. Today’s meaning: A man cannot be a teacher.

Contextual meaning: Only a computer or a

machine design for the purpose can be a teacher.

A3. Vocabulary

1. Write the synonyms for the following from

the extract:

i. coach ii. decent

iii. inquiry iv. construction

Ans:

i. teacher ii. satisfactory

iii. question iv. building

A4. Grammar 

*1. Use the proper punctuation mark. 

i. They had a teacher

ii. How could a man be a teacher

Ans:

i. They had a teacher.

ii. How could a man be a teacher?

2. Find the verb in the following sentences.

i. He patted Margie’s head again.

ii. Tommy looked at her.

iii. My father knows as much as my teacher.

iv. Tommy screamed with laughter.

Ans:

i. patted ii. looked

iii. knows iv. screamed

A5. Open-ended / Personal Response 

#1. Would you like your own mechanical 

teacher? 

Ans: I would not like to be taught by a mechanical 

teacher because it has certain disadvantages in 

comparison to a human teacher. A mechanical 

teacher cannot be helpful and interactive like a 

human teacher. I would prefer to be taught by a 

knowledgeable person, with whom I can have 

discussions and who can understand me and my 

difficulties. 

Extract I Extract II 

Read the extract from line 46 to 84 on page 7 

and 8 of your textbook and answer the 

following questions. 

[“The Inspector had .............. 

.................... kids went there.” ”] 
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A1. Simple Factual 

1. State whether the following statements are

True or False.

i. Margie did not want to read about those old

funny schools.

ii. The mechanical teacher was right next to

Margie’s bedroom.

iii. Margie’s school would remain open on Saturday

and Sunday.

iv. The mechanical teacher asked Tommy to insert

yesterday’s homework in the proper slot.

Ans:  

i. False ii. True

iii. False iv. False

A2. Complex Factual 

#1. Is Tommy Margie’s brother or friend? Find 

the sentences that help you to decide that. 

Ans: Tommy is Margie’s friend. 

The following sentences from the extract help us 

to decide that: 

i. “But my mother says a teacher has to be

adjusted to fit the mind of each boy and girl it

teaches and that each kid has to be taught

differently.”

ii. “They weren’t even half finished when Margie’s

mother called, “Margie! School!”

iii. “Now!” said Mrs. Jones. “And it’s probably

time for Tommy, too.”

#2. Do you agree with Margie’s thought that the

kids must have had fun in the schools, in the

old days?

Ans: Yes, I do agree with her. Old schools or the real 

schools follow the best system of teaching. 

Mechanical teachers and coded language would 

steal all the fun and charm from the field of 

learning and reduce human interaction. A 

classroom next to one’s bedroom can never 

replace a real classroom, where the students of 

same age-group sit together to learn and also 

have fun in the schoolyard.  

*3. The following sentence has an unusual 

meaning in the context of the story. Write 

what this sentence would mean today, and 

what it means in the context of the story. 

“A teacher has to be adjusted to fit the mind 

of each boy and girl it teaches.” 

Ans: Today’s meaning: An individual, who is a 

teacher, must be trained to teach according to 

the students’ mental ability. 

Contextual meaning: A mechanical teacher has 

to be adjusted according to the mind of the 

student, who would use it. 

A3. Vocabulary 

1. Write the antonyms for the following from

the extract:

i. different ii. irregular

iii. crying iv. subtraction

Ans:

i. same ii. regular

iii. laughing iv. addition

2. Form meaningful sentences from the given

words:

i. thinking ii. grandfather

Ans:

i. I was thinking about the bag I had seen at the

shop earlier today.

ii. My grandfather served in the Army during the

War.

A4.    Grammar 

1. Use proper punctuation mark.

*i. Sure, if they were the same age

ii. Can I read the book some more with you after

school

Ans: 

i. Sure, if they were the same age.

ii. Can I read the book some more with you after

school?

2. Find the adverb in the following sentences.

i. Each kid has to be taught differently.

ii. He said nonchalantly.

Ans:

i. differently ii. nonchalantly

3. Pick out the Nouns in the following sentence:

Margie went to the schoolroom.

Ans: Nouns  Schoolroom, Margie 

A5.    Open-ended / Personal Response 

#1. What changes would you like to see in your 

own school? 

Ans: I would like to see the following changes in my 

own school: 

i. My school should have more fun-learning

activities.

ii. Arts and music classes should be made more

interesting.

iii. More tutorial classes should be arranged so that

students could interact more with the teachers.

iv. The students should not be burdened with extra

homework.

Extract I Extract III 

Read the extract from line 85 to 125 on page 8 

and 9 of your textbook and answer the 

following questions. 

[“ “And all the kids ........... 

............. fun they had.”] 
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#2. Do you have fun playing / studying with your 

friends? 

Ans: Yes, I always have fun, when I play or study 

with my friends. For me, it is impossible to 

imagine playing or studying without friends. I 

prefer studying in a group because in this way, I 

learn
 
things quickly and remember them easily. 

#3. Do you play outdoor games? 

Ans: Yes, I love playing outdoor games. Outdoor 

games keep us healthy and fit. I feel fresh and 

energetic after playing them. 

#4. Do you have fun playing video / mobile 

games? Which games do you play? 

Ans: Yes, I have fun playing video / mobile games. I 

prefer to play following games: 

 Tetris  Minecraft

 Super Mario bros  Temple run

 Clash of clans  FIFA mobile

 Counter-strike  Pac-Man

*1. Write words related to the following words. 

(At least ten words each.) 

Ans: book: pages, reading, cover, paper, thick, thin, 

writing, new, old, dusty, marker, bookworm 

school: playground, teacher, class, students, 

blackboard, chairs, benches, charts, duster, 

uniform, principal, education 

family: big, home, gathering, relatives, parents, 

grandparents, sister, cousins,  neighbours, 

brother, love 

*2. Find the verbs and choose the correct option 

from the brackets. 

A B 

i. Margie even wrote 

about it. (present tense / 

past tense) 

Margie was scornful. 

(singular / plural) 

ii. Today Tommy found a 

new book. (present 

tense / past tense) 

This is the old kind of 

school. (singular / 

plural) 

iii. My
 
father

 
knows

 
as much

as
 
my

 
teacher. (present

tense
 
/ past tense) 

And the teachers were 

people… (singular / 

plural) 

Ans: 

A B 

i. wrote (past tense) was (singular) 

ii. found (past tense) is (singular) 

iii. knows (present tense) were (plural) 

*3. In the above question, we see that verb forms 

show tense, number, etc. Here, the verb form 

changes according to the subject. A verb form 

which is decided by and changes according to 

the subject of the sentence is known as a finite 

verb. 

Example: ‘You are very kind.’ If the subject 

‘you’ is changed to ‘she’, the sentence will be 

‘She is very kind.’ 

Now, change the verb form according to the 

change in the subject. 

i. I don’t know. (Change ‘I’ to ‘She’)

ii. My father knows. (Change ‘My father’ to ‘We’)

iii. I am following in your footsteps. (Change ‘I’ to

‘He’)

Ans: 

i. She doesn’t know.

ii. We know.

iii. He is following in your footsteps.

*1. Read the conversation between two cousins 

given on Pg. 11 of your textbook.  

*2. Write in a step-by-step manner, how 

Tejaswani and Santosh bought a gift for Didi 

online. 

(Refer the online shopping chart on page 11 

of your textbook). 

Ans:  Steps that Tejaswini and Santosh followed to 

buy a gift for Didi online. 

i. Register: They signed up and created an account

on the online shopping account

ii. Choose: They browsed and selected the product

of their choice from the given categories.

iii. Add to cart: They added the selected product to

the cart.

iv. Pay: They paid the amount via online banking.

v. Take Delivery: They checked the product after

receiving it.

*3. Look at the webpage given on Pg. 12 of your

textbook and answer the following.

(Use this website ‘www.chalashikuya.com’ to

try your hand at a practical / mock trial of

online shopping.)

i. Write the name of the website.

Ans: www.chalashikuya.com

ii. What we can buy there?

Ans: books, educational toys, stationeries,

e-learning products
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iii. What offer is there on poster colours?

Ans: On buying a pack of eight poster colours, one

will get a paint brush free. 

*4. Read the questions and answers given on Pg. 

13 of your textbook. Form pairs and frame 

similar questions and answers for the website 

given on Pg. 12 of your textbook. 

Ans: 

i. How do I check the different categories of

products available on the website?

 To check the different categories of products

available on the website, click on the

“Categories” tab on the left, under the “Filters”

column.

ii. How do I browse only the books in Marathi

language?

 You can go to the ‘Languages’ option on the

left and tick the box before Marathi.

iii. If I want to buy an educational book on this

website, where can I find it?

 In the categories on the left, in the options

under Books, you will find educational books.

Click that option.

iv. Is there any offer on colour pencils?

 Yes, you can buy a set of twelve colour

pencils and a water colour box at 399 rupees

only.

v. Can I purchase only one thing at a time?

 No, you can buy more than one thing at a

time. First, add all the products you want to the

cart and then click on the ‘buy’ option.

[Note: The above answers are for reference. Students 

can add more questions and answers to the 

list.] 

*1. Discuss: How would you like to learn — from a human teacher or a mechanical teacher? 

Present your arguments in the form of a chart. See the chart given on Pg. 10 of your textbook. 

(The completed chart is given below) 

Ans: 

Human teacher Mechanical teacher 

Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages 

interactive 
not available at all times in 

all places 
full of knowledge boring 

supportive,  and 

helpful 
takes time to assess 

students’ potential 
easily available, anytime not interactive 

understands  

a student’s mind better 
limited knowledge quick and responsive can have mechanical issues 

can be adjusted to any level no human feeling 

— — — not supportive 

*2. Form pairs. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of online shopping and fill the table given on 

Pg. 13 of your textbook. (The completed table is given below) 

Ans: 

Advantages Disadvantages 

i. Time saving Delay in delivery 

ii. Variety of products Products are not always genuine 

iii. Easy to pay Prone to scams 

iv. Easy to order At times difficult to return 

v. Good discounts Not possible to see and touch the product before buying 

Speaking 

Activities
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*1. Write a paragraph on ‘Online Shopping’ 

using the points in the table given in 

question 2 of ‘Speaking Activities’. 

Ans: In recent years, online shopping has emerged 

as the easiest way to buy and sell any product. 

Nowadays, people avoid buying things offline 

or visiting showrooms and outlets because 

people can now order anything with just one 

click. The payment process has also become 

easier with many e-commerce companies 

offering the ‘cash on delivery’ option. But 

online shopping has its own demerits, which 

may vary depending on the place, seller, etc. 

Credit card frauds and scams are some of the 

threats that one may encounter. One is also not 

able to physically verify a product before 

buying it. One may find it difficult to 

exchange or return a product. Nonetheless,

‘online
 
shopping’

 
has

 
seen tremendous growth 

in the past few years despite its drawbacks. 

*2. Suppose one of your parents or an older 

relative wants to know about online 

shopping and you are explaining how to do 

it. Write a conversation between you and 

your parent/ relative about it. 

Ans: 

Me  : Dad, look what I bought! 

Father  : Wow, a portable electronic weighing 

scale! It looks amazing but I don’t think 

that it is available in any store nearby. 

From where did you get it? 

Me     : I bought it online, Dad. 

Father : How do you buy something online? 

Me  : Online shopping is the easiest way to 

shop. You can buy anything from 

anywhere, using the internet, with just one 

click. 

Father : Is it? Then tell me how I can purchase 

something online. 

Me  : Sure, just visit an e-commerce website and 

sign-up to open your account. After that, 

type the name of the product you want to 

order. Check the specifications, product 

details, amount and the date of delivery. 

Then, add the selected product to your cart 

to place an order. 

Father :  And how do we pay them? 

Me  : We can pay them through net-banking or 

credit / debit cards. We also have the 

option of cash on delivery. 

Father : This does sound easy. Thank you, Son! 

Me  : You are welcome, Dad! 

1. Do as Directed:

i. Complete the words by using correct

letters:

a. fu_ny b. cou_d

c. _hrow d. wor_e

e. d_ary f. _onth

g. g_eat h. birt_

ii. Give the meanings of the following phrases

and use them in sentences of your own:

a. throw it away

b. good for

c. sent for

d. in no time

e. blanked out

f. walked away

g. at the same time

h. lit up

iii. Put the words in alphabetical order:

a. real, awfully, attic, house

b. superior, school, stupid, screamed

c. word, worse, whole, want

d. kids, mind, read, book

iv. Punctuate the following:

a. tommy looked at her with very superior eyes

b. gee said tommy what a waste

v. Make four words (minimum 3 letters) using

the letters of the given words:

a. grandfather

b. telebooks

vi. Rewrite the following sentences in the

Tense mentioned in the brackets:

a. Margie was scornful.

      (Future Perfect Continuous Tense) 

b. Margie went into the schoolroom.

 (Past Perfect Tense) 

c. They learned the same things.

         (Present Continuous Tense) 

vii. Write related words (adjectives) for the

following noun:
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viii. Complete the word-chains. Add four words,

each beginning with the last letter of the

previous word.

a. Nouns

centuries, _______, _______, _______,

_______

b. Verbs

calculate, _______, _______, _______,

_______

c. Adjectives

little, _______, _______, _______, _______

ix. Add a prefix or suffix to make new words

and use the root words in your own

sentences:

a. read b. test

c. round d. kind

e. regular f. like

x. Add a subordinate clause to expand the

sentences meaningfully:

a. They had once taken Tommy’s teacher away

for nearly a month.

b. The front door was kept locked.

Ans: 

i. 

a. funny b. could

c. throw d. worse

e. diary f. month

g. great h. birth

ii. 

a. to remove something useless or unwanted

She loves her toy car too much to just throw it

away.

b. useful for

This cricket bat is good for another couple of

matches.

c. request someone to come

The king sent for his advisors to be present in

the court.

d. very quickly; without taking any time

He will finish writing the essay in no time.

e. here, the content on a screen disappeared

Just as Ritu was about to save the completted

file, the screen blanked out.

f. left

Fahad walked away because he didn’t want to

get into an argument with his friends.

g. simultaneously

Tarun and his brother reached hom at the same

time.

h. became illuminated

The night sky is always lit up during the

festival of Diwali.

iii. 

a. attic, awfully, house, real

b. school, screamed, stupid, superior

c. want whole, word, worse

d. book, kids, mind, read

iv. 

a. Tommy looked at her with very superior eyes.

b. “Gee,” said Tommy, “what a waste!”

v. 

a. age, and, ant, are, art, ate, den, ear, eat, end,

era, fan, far, fat, fed, get, had, hat, hen, her,

net, rag, rat, red, tag, tan, tea, ten, the, dare,

date, deaf, dear, ear, fare, fate, gate, gear,

hand, hang, hard, hate, head, hear, heat, near,

neat, rage, rare, read, rent, tear

b. bee, bet, eel, let, lot, see, set, sob, toe, too,

belt, best, book, boot, keel, look, loot, lose,

lost, seek, slot, sole, solo, tele, took, tool

vi. 

a. Margie will have been scornful.

b. Margie had gone into the schoolroom.

c. They are learning the same things.

vii. round, little, smart, strange, funny

viii. 

a. Nouns

centuries, school, lessons, slot, test

b. Verbs

calculate, err, respect , tackle, erase

c. Adjectives

little, exciting, great, tough, hollow

ix. 

Word with Prefix Word with Suffix 

a. misread reading 

b. retest tested 

c. around rounds 

d. unkind kindly 

e. irregular regularly 

f. dislike liking 

Sentences: 

a. Mrunali wanted to read a storybook.

b. The teacher said that there would be a test on

Monday.

c. The thief was a stout and round man with a

moustache.

d. We should be kind and helpful towards

humans and animals alike.

e. Instead of taking her regular route to school,

Urmi decided to take the shortcut.

f. The children like their new school.

x. 

a. They had once taken Tommy’s teacher away

for nearly a month because the history sector

had blanked out completely.

b. The front door was kept locked after 7 p.m. in

the evening.
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